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FROM THE EDITOR –
P’ED OFF BY POST OFFICE

E

ven in these days of email
and home deliveries, the Post
Office is a vital lifeline for many
people. Millions of South Africans
have their savings in Postbank, and many people
rely on the mail service to send accounts, parcels
and other items, as well as vehicle licence renewals
and other payment systems.
Recipients of the R350 Special COVID-19 Social
Relief of Distress grant could also receive it at the
local Post Office. But not now.
I recently had business to conduct at the
Edgemead Post Office… but it was closed.
Not just closed for lunch, but… closed.
Another frustrated customer informed me he had
just come from Plattekloof where, unsurprisingly,
the doors were also shut.
Ingrid Nel, portfolio manager of Daleglen
Property Group, who run Edgemead Shopping
centre, explains that the Post Office is
‘substantially in arrears’ with their rent, and
that while Daleglen is trying hard to accommodate Edgemead residents, by allowing the
sorting of articles for the post boxes, and redirecting
parcels, the Post Office itself cannot trade.
This financial mess is no surprise, as the SAPO is
losing money hand over fist*.

Post Offices across the country were closed
earlier this year, with management saying
negotiations with various landlords had allowed
them to re-open in May.
However, agreements of paying arrears have
now, again, been disregarded.
And it is once again the customer who suffers.
Bizarrely, the Post Office is still fighting a legal
action to prohibit courier companies from
delivering articles weighing less than 1kg, claiming
the law gives them exclusive rights to do so!
I’d no sooner got off the phone with Ingrid,
when I heard the postman. (at least they are still
delivering)
Imagine my disgust to find a sympathy card,
posted from overseas, had been partially opened
at some stage in its journey, obviously to look for
valuables inside.
(* - The courts recently ordered the Post Office
to pay over hundreds of millions in employees’
medical scheme contributions to the medical
aid fund MEDiPOS. It is obvious the Post Office
management is morally bankrupt.)

Ian Williams

No Go Zone : Edgemead Post Office.
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NO DISGUISES
REALTOR
We keep it honest. We keep it simple. We keep it REAL.
Our agents are real people-people. Contact your Trusted
Leapfrog Property Advisor for some real service.

Move on
Move up
Name Surname 082 866 7006
Office 022 4481 650
name.surname@leapfrog.co.za
www.leapfrog.co.za

Keegan Muller
083 7000 194
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EDGEMEAD SENIORS CLUB by Dianne Newcombe

H

ello, me again!
Things are warming
up here and it looks like summer may be peeping through
the clouds. We are getting a
little more active, and had a
very successful braai at the
club recently, as 18 members celebrated the lovely
weather and a good time was had by all.
We have had five new members join this month
and are very happy to welcome them to our fold.
Visitors are welcome, and if you ask for me, I will
take you on a tour, and give you all the information
you need.
Our knitting group is very active at the moment,
and would welcome ladies interested in joining us.
We have a small group of male members but we
could really do with more gentlemen members to
join our “boys”. They have taken over the library
where they put the world to rights!
We are an active group of seniors who enjoy
socialising and sharing stories from years gone by.
So if you are alone or lonely, needing company,
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please call in at the club and meet us for a cup of
tea or coffee.
The club is holding a Market Day on 29th
October at the club premises, and anyone wanting
more information should call at the club, on
either a Wednesday or a Friday between 09h00
and 13h00.
Dianne Newcombe: 072 552 1045

Rummikub is a popular game among the members.
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Join a superb retirement lifestyle! Burgundy Estate presents a brand new safe haven for 60-plussers who are young at
heart. Houses with gardens are available from R1,6-million and apartments from R1,1-million. Come and enjoy a cup
of tea or coffee in our Clubhouse and view furnished showhouses and a show apartment.

PHASE TWO WILL BE LAUNCHING SOON.

SCHEDULE AN APPOINTMENT

Allen Usher

082 451 9988

Johan de Bruyn

082 881 2011

WWW.OASISLIFE.CO.ZA
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LIONS CLUB DE GRENDEL

F

ifty years ago, we had concerns moving into the
newly established De Grendel Area (which was
about 20 percent of its present size). The neighbours
arranged a braai to meet us newbies and we were welcomed almost as family members putting our fears
and interpretations to rest. These neighbours were of
similar circumstance, similar age and the children have
become lifelong friends. Two instances enable me
to highlight the friendship and helpfulness of these
neighbours:
1) Having marked out planned home extensions where the neighbours became aware of these plans
with the arrival of building sand and stone on site, our
neighbours pitched up and mixed all the foundation’s
cement while my son and I cast these foundations for
the extensions and the fence.
2) The area’s transportation was terrible, necessitating each family to own two cars, of which the one was
a “banger”, a 1952 Renault 4L 1000cc station wagon
that cost 75 cents a week to run!
Our family car being out of action, awaiting spares
from overseas, the banger was used but unfortunately
caught alight. Having sourced second-hand parts,
seven neighbours arrived on a Saturday to install a
new loom of wiring to fix up the banger. By midafternoon the banger was running in spite of its burnt
paintwork exterior and we celebrated in true South
African style with a braai.
Our neighbours plus friends banded together and
formed The Lions Club De Grendel and joined the
International Lions Organisation, which had 1.4 million
members and 46 000 Lions Clubs Worldwide. With 46
inducted members, De Grendel was the largest formed
RSA Lions Club at that time, and has been one of the
RSA’s top six Lions Clubs for many years.
In past editions of The Edgemead News we have
featured some of our most successful fundraising and
service projects – but in spite of meticulous planning,
forces beyond our control have conspired and made
things go wrong. Convening the first ever Beer Fest in
the 1990s, all was organised with a 24 piece “Oompah
Band” from Hamburg. The tent and chairs were booked
and the beer and the Beer Fest food ordered. Lufthansa
Airline donated the band’s return airline tickets with
return flights to South Africa and Namibia. Our club
covered the band’s accommodation, meals and entertainment while they were in Cape Town. The radio and
billboard advertising was done well in advance.
But that weekend saw the worst winter storm Cape
Town had had in ages, with the grounds being flooded.
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Consequently we only had a sprinkling of people who
braved the weather and attended the Beer Fest on the
Friday. However, due to word of mouth we enjoyed a
full house on the Saturday sessions and this enabled
our club to break even.
Radio Good Hope approached the Club to cater for a
Youth Rave held in a warehouse in Cape Town Docks.
In dock was a container ship that had experienced a
bad collision and the port side was greatly damaged.
At 14h00 the club met and began to set up. At 16h00
we started the braai fires while the Radio Good Hope
Disc Jockey set up his counter. All was ready to accommodate the ‘Rave Crowd’ at 19h00.
At 23h30 not having received a single customer we
decided to call it a day and packed up – the food was
donated to the Orphanages and Senior Homes on the
following day. Whilst travelling home up the Heerengracht we saw pockets of youth approaching the
Docks. Apparently the youth only began these raves
at midnight and ended at 04h30 in the morning which
Radio Good Hope and The Lions Club were totally
ignorant about!
We would rather recall the fantastic Spring/Community Days held at Monte Vista and then later at the
Edgemead Sports ground in late November each year.
The object of the fete was threefold: For organisations
such as Schools, Sports bodies, Churches and Youth
Groups to advertise their existence; to allow the community members to meet and work with each other;
and for community organisations to enjoy the day and
raise funds for themselves.
From a mediocre beginning of 55 participating
bodies eventually this Fete grew to have 240 participants with bands, fun runs and overseas celebrity
artists (performing at The 3 Arts Theatre) opening the
Fete whenever possible.
With the the Edgemead Cricket Club fixtures
commanding first preference of the field booking,
we decided to discontinue the Spring Fete. However
Christmas toy collections, Christmas parties for
orphans and seniors and the 1:1 Projects all served to
replace this Fete event in our annual calendar.
Visitors to the Lions Clubhouse in Edgemead will
notice the newly erected signage at the clubs premises. The informational signs show: The International
and De Grendel Lions Logos/Badges; The Lions Clubs’
Mission Statement; meeting times and invitation to
attend meetings information.
Lion President: Malcolm McCallum
(082 977 2737) Email: mjjmcallum@gmail.com
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biokine cist

Glynn Moolman Biokinetics is a HPCSA & BASA
registered biokinetics practice and our goal is to offer our
patients the best health care & wellness in Cape Town.
Biokineticists are specialised therapists who are
professionally aligned to health and medicine. At our
practices we treat our patients with utmost care to
ensure a full recovery and pain free life.
Book an appointment today

Intervention Plan

This means a planned schedule of services in response to the situation, incorporating
treatment of the identiﬁed problem(s), strengths, abilities, needs and preferences of the
individual served.
IMPROVED WALKING/RUNNING PATTERN SOLE INSERTS measure the force
you are applying on your heel, and determine speciﬁc muscles used, muscle imbalance
and over-compensation. If speciﬁc muscles do not activate while walking and running,
certain symptoms start to arise causing poor movement patterns. As a runner or walker,
your goal should be to prevent and treat injuries effectively to improve longevity.
Glynn Moolman Biokineticist will prescribe a speciﬁc intervention plan to balance up
your body muscles.
N1 City & Oude Westhof Medical Centre Bellville; open daily 05:00 -21:00

www.edgemeadnews.co.za

phone or whatsapp us on

082 398 5066
Muscle Imbalances

We are experts in the causes, symptoms and
treatment of muscle imbalance. Our highly skilled
Biokineticist team has extensive clinical experience
in dealing with patients with muscle
imbalancement. Through their detailed
assessments they will prescribe personalised
treatment plans to help ensure that your muscle
balance can return to normal and prevent future
injury.

Isokinetic testing
Glynn Moolman Biokineticist consults with
patients getting them back to functionality.

Knee CYBEX Test shows how strong are your
quadriceps compared to hamstrings. How far off
are you from the norm. Being a sportsman or just a
person that wants to improve activities of daily
living. We assess with EMG, then use our CYBEX
machine to compare to norms.
Glynn Moolman uses this information to prescribe
the correct treatment plan, treating the causes to
prevent re-occurrance and orthopaedic pain.
Glynn Moolman Biokineticist specializes in
orthopaedic injuries such as knee, back, ankle,
hip, shoulder and elbow.
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LIBRARY NEWS by Principal Librarian Renatha Snyders

E

dgemead Library is pleased to announce
that the Friends of the Library will run a
Mini Christmas Market from 28 October until 13
November 2021. The Market will be held inside
the extension and strict Covid compliance measures will take place. Toys, gifts, clothing, pet
treats, arts and crafts and secondhand books will
be on sale. Besides the Mini Christmas Market our
boot sales will still take place on each first and last
Saturday of the month.
Please note that the Market and the boot sales
might be affected by lockdown regulations.
We hope to see you there and we would like to
express our gratitude for your support in the past.
We celebrated Heritage Day recently. Staff
dressed up in traditional attire, Heideveld High
Steel Band performed outside the Library, and
Caron Spence won our Braai hamper. Congratulations Caron, we hope you enjoyed your windfall.
Our next competition will be for Christmas and
will be titled Guess the number of sweets in the jar!
To win this jar of delicious sweets, when you’re
next in the cafe simply guess how many sweets
you think are in the jar for R5 a go and whoever
guesses correctly wins the jar of sweets!
Limited SmartCape and Study facilities are
available at the Library. Our hours have been
extended, effective from 11 October 2021:
New Library Hours
Monday – Wednesday
09:00-17:00
Thursday 			10:00-17:00
Friday			09:00-16:00
Saturday			09:00-12:00
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Library staff in their Heritage Day attire.
Steel Band struts their stuff
he Heideveld High Steel Band played their
first gig following the lockdown as part
of the Edgemead Library’s Heritage Day
celebrations.
The Band, led by co-ordinator David Wickham, dusted of the Covid cobwebs with
an enthralling set, including traditional
Trinidadian airs, a rousing version of Daft
Punk’s “Get Lucky”, and tunes by Herbie
Hancock.
Steel Band music features influences from
the Caribbean, Brazil and Africa, and is played
on steel pan drums, which were invented
during the 1940s by Trinidadian musicians,
using the 55 gallon oil drums discarded by oil
refineries on the island.
For more information, see www.steelband.
co.za

T
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LIBRARY BOOK REVIEWS
by Pam Gilbee

THE NEW KINGDOM
- Wilbur Smith

T

he first book in the long awaited
Ancient Egyptian series. Don’t
miss the rest of the Egyptian Series
- River God, The Seventh Scroll, Warlock, The Quest, Pharaoh and Desert God.
THE DISTANT SHORES - Santa
Montefiore

T

he Distant Shores is another captivating book in the sweeping
Deverill saga about a family torn
apart and the woman who will
bring them back together. Songs of Love and War,
Daughters of Castle Deverill, The Last Secret of the
Deverills and The Secret Hours are part of this series.
FAST TRACK – Stephen Leather

W

hom do you trust if you cannot trust the people tasked
with protecting the nation?
Murderous jihadists have been
crossing the English Channel,
passing themselves off as asylum
seekers. MI5 have been keeping them under
surveillance, but what starts as a simple terrorist
takedown goes badly wrong and dozens of
innocent civilians are killed in the heart of London.
THE CELLIST – Daniel Silva

No Longer Able To Drive?
No Garage Space?
Emigrating?

I Will Buy Your Vehicle

O

nce again, Daniel Silva
provides us with a novel of
suspense and international intrigue
featuring art restorer and legendary
spy Gabriel Allon. A must read for
fans of Daniel Silva.

Since 1996

Phone Melville
Cell 072-132-5572

APPLES NEVER FALL – Liane Moriarty

T

he Delaney family love one
another dearly; it is just that
sometimes they want to murder
each other. If your mother were
missing, would you tell the police?
Even if the most obvious suspect
was your father? This is the dilemma facing the four
grown Delaney siblings.
www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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CITY CYCLING CLUB by John Martin
Lockdown….18+ months later.

A

and eventually our club was allowed to resume
activities, though with certain requirements (eg
wearing a mask/buff before and after the rides).
Most members have returned to our weekend
group rides and club membership has actually
increased in recent months. Perhaps more people
are cycling and getting fit, as studies have found
that regular exercise can reduce the risk of severe
Covid complications, or maybe we’re just a nice
bunch of people and they want to ride with us?
Events and races which were initially not
permitted under higher lockdown levels, are now
allowed to take place under strict guidelines. A
specific one to mention is the Cape Town Cycle
Tour, which was postponed from March to 10th
October ’21, and which will have taken place by the
time of publication of this article.
At the time of writing, two of our junior members
are taking part in the SA Youth National Champs
in Mpumalanga. Congratulations to Zubair Esack
and Daniel Williams-King.
As the vaccine rollout continues and as the lockdown level reduces, we eagerly look forward to
more cycling events and social activities.
Our regular weekend rides start at 6:30am from
the BP in Letchworth drive. For anyone wishing
to ride with us, ‘City is here’ to welcome you. For
our contact details and more information, view
www.citycyclingclub.co.za and our Facebook page.

long time ago, in the first few months of
the year 2020 BC (before Covid) there was a
happy cycling community who gathered in
numbers weekly at the BP in Letchworth Drive.
From there they departed on their large group club
ride to the nominated destination of the day, and
returned for a social chit-chat over a cup of
coffee. Many of them completed the Cape Town
Cycle Tour (CTCT) on the 8th March and at their
clubhouse, they had a ‘Chat and Chew’ social braai
on the 14th. There was a great community spirit
and a sense of belonging, to a clan who shared a
common interest.
Twelve days later, on 26th March, that all changed.
Covid-19 had officially reached SA and lockdown
was implemented.
We’re all familiar with the different levels and
the impact on our lives. With regards to exercise,
initially we were confined to our homes - so those
who had IDT’s (indoor trainers) to put their bicycles
on, as well as the motivation, were able to burn
off some calories whilst remaining fit. For the
rest, it was an opportunity to, well, rest – since as
leaving your property to mow the verge was a risk,
hopping on your bike to go for a ride was just not
an option.
As for the members of the running club, I’m sure
many of them posted videos and electronic tracking statistics on social media of themselves doing
circuits around their house, but for us road cyclists,
it’s not as easy to navigate the pile of bricks at the
back of the house, the step at the front door and
especially the family dog chasing you.
Eventually restrictions were relaxed and we were
allowed out, but were only permitted to cycle
within a 5km radius of our homes – and no group
rides. There were also strict time limits, and on the
first day I expect members lined up in their driveways, like racehorses waiting for the starting gate
to open. It was a pleasure to be out, and as the time
period was limited, the streets were full of cyclists,
runners and people just going for a walk around
their neighbourhood. Although we were wearing
either masks or buffs there were lots of smiles and
people of all codes greeting each other.
As time progressed and regulations were relaxed, private small group rides were permitted An early morning ride.
Page 10
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EDGEMEAD NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH
by Mark Richards

I

t just seems so wrong to
wish time away, but I am
pretty sure we all wished
for 2020 to be over and no
doubt we’re doing the same
with 2021. Here’s hoping our recent lockdown adjustment bodes well for a return to
normality in 2022.
When the Disaster Management Act was
enforced last year, it was assumed that Neighbourhood Watches would carry on despite the
curfew.
However we were shocked when we found out
that someone, totally lacking in foresight, had
taken the decision that Neighbourhood Watches
also had to abide by the curfew.
It was a ludicrous decision because criminals,
by their very nature, were never going to let
the curfew curtail their heinous activities. It was
highly frustrating, to say the least, for our patrollers
to be restricted from patrolling and hearing about
the crimes carrying on unabated by the curfew.
SAPS are already hamstrung in terms of lack of
manpower and being under-resourced, and the
absence of one of their most integral tools, the
Neighbourhood Watches, simply applied more
strain on their crime fighting abilities.
Criminals took full advantage of a situation
tailor-made for their activities, but fortunately,
after some pressure from the Department of
Community Safety and other relevant players,
this ludicrous decision was rescinded and Neighbourhood Watch patrollers were issued with
formal documentation allowing them to patrol
after curfew and our patrollers immediately
hit the streets again and did what our mandate
dictates.
We all know that criminals, by their very nature,
are predatory beasts. They are devious and
manipulative and are able to adjust many circumstances to their advantage - and true to form they
are using the pandemic to their advantage.
The pandemic has seen a large influx of vagrants
into Edgemead and the curfew cannot be
enforced on them as most claim to be homeless
even when they are not, so while law abiding
Page 12

citizens are restricted
to our homes during
curfew, the criminals get dropped off by a vehicle
and then blend in with the vagrants and walk
around our suburb with impunity while scouting
for likely targets.
Unfortunately well-meaning residents are
enabling the vagrants by feeding them and
this serves to entice them into Edgemead and
offer the perfect opportunity for criminals to hide
in plain sight amongst the vagrants.
Reports of residents finding strangers on or in
their properties proclaiming to ask for food, gives
ENW cause to suspect that several opportunistic
burglaries are being carried out by strangers
strolling seemingly aimlessly around Edgemead.
In actual fact they are looking for the smallest
opportunity to break into a home and make off
with anything of value. The amount of reports of
so called “wall jumpers” in Edgemead certainly
strengthens this theory. The only way to curtail
these activities is for residents to refrain from
giving handouts and to rather support shelters.
With the festive season looming and the slight
easing of restrictions we hope our residents have
the opportunity to spend precious time with
loved ones and friends and to try and enjoy some
normality in all this uncertainty.
Please also keep our SAPS members, Law
Enforcement and all essential services personnel
in your thoughts and prayers as they sacrifice
precious time with their families to ensure our
safety.

www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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EDGEMEAD RUNNING CLUB

E

dgemead Runners was lucky to catch a ‘glimpse’
of a running season between the second and
third waves of the pandemic. Western Province
Athletics was cleared to issue licences to clubs so
at the beginning of May we were able to open our
doors again. As of October, we have just under 140
members so far in 2021.
When lockdown restrictions permitted outdoor
sporting events, the cross-country season was
scheduled and had its first race on 15 May. The
season was unfortunately postponed indefinitely
after the second event due to rising Covid cases
and the increased restrictions.
Fortunately, the licences won’t go to waste
as Cape Town Marathon is taking place in midOctober. This is the first race hosted on such a large
scale in the Western Cape since March last year.
All runners are required to take a Covid antigen
test before collecting their race pack and the start
will be staggered to minimise risk for the runners.
Many of our members are excited to partake in
this event as it will be their first time taking on the
42.2km distance.
Albeit the lack of weekly races, we started a
new beginner’s group at the start of October. This
group will be training together working towards
ocmpeting in a 10km race early next year.
While government restrictions allow it, we
host our Time Trial every Tuesday at 18h00 from
Stor-Age Edgemead. If you’re keen to run a 5km or

3km trial, everyone is welcome to join us! Please
note we practise social distancing protocols so
remember to bring your mask/buff along.
If you have any queries, please visit our website
edgemeadrunners.org.za or contact us at committee
@edgemeadrunners.org.za.

Monique Roberts (left) and Eddie Vienings (right) at Cross
Country League 2.

SURGERY
Dr J. KIRKBY
Dr G. COUPLAND
Dr R. HACKING
Dr N. FOURIE
EDGEMEAD
SHOPPING CENTRE
(NEXT TO GARDEN CITIES)

Tel: 021 558 1011
After Hours: 021 712 6699

www.edgemeadnews.co.za
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COUNCILLOR’S REPORT

ocal government elections
take place on November 1,
and I urge all residents to exercise
their democratic right, and go to
the polls and cast their vote.
I am also pleased to announce
I have been nominated by the
Democratic Alliance as the Candidate in this ward
and I look forward to serving another term and
working with the various associations.
As you are no doubt aware, the extension to the
Edgemead Library is completed. It was wonderful
to welcome the Executive Mayor of Cape Town,
Alderman Dan Plato to assist me at the official
opening in August. I trust this development will
be most beneficial to the Library patrons for many
years to come.
I recently held a very good capacity session where
I gave all the relevant associations information and
links they can share with their communities. I do
believe this will assist both the associations and
the residents to understand further the duties and
responsibilities of the City.
The Parks department are currently grass cutting
in the area. ‘Parks’ are now displaying this on their
new park boards as well, so residents know when
the cutting schedule is. The Bend Park will be
receiving a runners/walk track and work on this
will commence in the coming weeks. This track will
be wider than the one on De Grendel Park simply
because The Bend is designated a Disability Park
as well, and the pathway must be able to accommodate wheelchair widths.
Potholes still abound but, as I have reported
previously, the relevant department is working
according to a schedule and have commenced
repairs in Bothasig. Once they have completed
Bothasig, they will move to Panorama and then
down to Edgemead. I meet with them every second
week in order to ensure they are on track and that
all the potholes are attended to. There are roads
which will be resealed, Wimbledon being one of them.
There is still a problem with residents who walk
their dogs and do not pick up their dogs’ mess.
This happens on our walkways, parks and even in the
dog parks. It is amazing how the decline in morals
results in this type of behaviour. I just wonder who
they think will be behind them to pick up their dog
mess? Even though it is a finable offence, it is not an
Page 14

easy task to enforce. However, when I see that they
have no pockets and no packet, I assume they are
not prepared, or unaware of their obligations.
I am not sure if I mentioned this previously, but
the Ward 5 trading plan has been passed in SC and
Council. It is now in the promulgation stage and
should be up and running soon, when permits will
be issued to successful applicants.
I have sent an email to our Transport Network
department to install ‘No Taxi’ signage at the Edgemead parking area near to the BP Garage as this
will enable Law Enforcement to attend to the illegal
taxis as they are not meant to park in that area.
I have also engaged the relevant department
on the Bellvue issue and there seems to be
many problems associated with this busy area.
However, I have requested they do a proposal
on what solution would be the most effective to
address the severe congestion experienced in this
area. I am now waiting on what they present to me.
The upgrade to the Refinery Interchange has now
commenced and will be rolled out in 5 phases over
30 months. Phase 1 will see a new bridge on Plattekloof Road and the existing roadway overhead
will be demolished. Half of the road will be closed
initially, and then the other half will be closed as
the work progresses. This phase is proposed to be
completed by October 2022. Phase 3 by May 2023;
Phase 4 by August 2021; Phase 5 by December 2023
and the entire project completion by the end of
January 2024.
This upgrade is part of a series of improvements
due to take place to assist with free-flow traffic and
to ease congestion. The contractors have already installed their site camp and this will have security so
will contribute to creating some safety in that area.
Please stay safe, encourage residents to register
for their vaccine and please adhere to all Covid
protocols at all times.
Thank you.

Ward Councillor Helen Carstens
Editor: Ian Williams
Layout and Design: Nicole Bannister
Printer: Associated Printing
Distribution: P Le Grange & Sons

TO ADVERTISE IN EDGEMEAD NEWS:
083 412 7224
editor@edgemeadnews.co.za
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Choose a winning team.

SILVER
SALES TEAMS
Quarterly Awards 2021
1st + 2nd Quarter

89 + 82 points
CATHRYN, LYNNE,
JIM NEW &
MARCELLE KRUGER

SOLD BY US

SOLD BY US

SOLD BY US

Edgemead | R2 550 000

Edgemead | R3 285 000

Edgemead | R1 895 000

SOLD BY US

SOLD BY US

SOLD BY US

Edgemead | R1 695 000

Edgemead | R1 720 000

Edgemead | R2 250 000

Cathryn New
072 797 2793 | cathryn.new@everitt.co.za
Lynne + Jim New
082 785 8062 | lynne.new@everitt.co.za
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